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With the IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED	we send	our „TWO“-Series	off	the road – or at	least	to some uneven
terrain like	forestpaths.	Our beginner‘s model and follow-up to the worldwide known IO	HAWK	One,	the IO	
HAWK	Two,	was	mainly suited for the use indoor and on	even and solid	terrain.	Due	to the tire design	of the
IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED,	which is similar to the IO	HAWK	Cross	Mini,	the device is much more flexible	 in	
regards of the suitable terrain.	So	you can ride easily on	unfortified roads like	forest tracks.	The	„LED“	in	its
name is for the special LEDs,	located inside of the rims.	Next	to the front- &	backlight LEDs,	the IO	HAWK

Rugged LED	has in	each wheel 5	additional	LEDs,	which
light	to the side and turn	with the wheel while driving
and cause a	lot of sensation.	Typical for the „TWO“-
Series	is the availability in	3	different	colors:	black,	
silver &	blue.	Thanks to the connection to our free App,	
you can freely chose yourspeed,	up to the maximum
speed of 12km/h.	The	500	Watts	motors,	together with
the 100.8Wh	Lithium-Ion	Battery,	take you12km	far.	
Also	generic for the „TWO“-Series	are the two built-in	
Bluetooth	speakers,	on	which you can listen	to your
favoritemusic while driving.
With ist	low weight of 8.8kg	is it even lighter than his
direct predecessor,	which has been the lightest
Hoverboard in	our portfolio at	it‘s launchdate.



The	IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED	has 6.5“	non-
pneumatic wheels.	Thanks to themore wider	
type	as ofmost 6.5“	wheels,	it is suited for both
even and uneven terrain.

The	IO	Hawk app fuor iOS	&	Android	allows you
to control your IO	Hawk Two Rugged LED.	This	
includes
1.	Display	of current speed
2.	Distancepassed
3.	Odometer:	Total	driven distance
4.	Precise battery status
5.	Selection of Speedmode
(Beginner,	Intermediate,	Advanced)	
6.	Driven route
8.	Challenge	your friends and much more.

Connect	your smartphonewith Bluetooth	with
the IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED	and enjoy your
music during your ride!	The	IO	HAWK	Two
Rugged LED	is equipped with two splash

resistant speakers on	thebottom,	which allow
you to listen	your music through thedevice.

With only 8.8kg	the IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED	is
super	light	weight.

The	IO	HAWK	App	for iOS	&	Android	allows you
to record your driven route.

It is equipped with front- and back-LEDs	for your
safety.	 Additionally,	thereare insideof each

wheel 5	LEDs,	which light	to the sides.



Control	it with your body‘s center of gravity.
Range	up to 12km

Maximum	speed 12km/h

The	IO	HAWK	Two Rugged LED	is compatible
with our 6.5“	IO	HAWK	Trolley	Backpack,	which
can be obtained optional.	The	Trolley	&	
Backpack Function allows an	easy	transport

Charging time	maximum 3	hours.

The	IO HAWK	Two Rugged LED	is certified IPX4	
and resists light	splash.	So	a	light	rain	cannot

stop you.

Multi	colored status LEDs	on	top	of the device
keep you informed about the current battery

and operation status.

The	IO	HAWK	has two rubber platformswhich
offer maximum grip.	The	device is controlled
with digital	gyroscopes and accelerometres,	by

your body‘s center of gravity.



Technische	Daten

Maximum	Speed 12	km/h

Range	up to 12	km

Turning Circle 0°

Splash Resistance IPX4

Battery Lithium-Ion	Akku108Wh

Charging Voltage AC 100-220V	/	50-60	Hz

Storage	Temperature 0°C - +40°C

Charging Temperature 0°C	- +40°C

Operation	Temperature -10°C	- +40°C

Certificates CE,	FCC,	RoHS

Measures (Product) 61,5 x	19,4	x	18,1	cm

Weight (net) 8.8 kg

LoadingWeight (max) 100 kg

Wheel	diameter 6.5	Zoll


